CRA Trial Checklist
Trial has been approved by CRA BoD.
Brevet certificates and scoresheets have been printed off of CRA website.
Enough scoresheets have been have been printed off of CRA website.
Decoy assessment sheets have been printed off of CRA website.
Decoy books have been received (if having decoy selection) from CRA Secretary.
Decoy selection forms have been received (if having decoy selection) from CRA Secretary.
Field is regulation size, fenced, with two entrances. Having a minimum area of 2000 square
meters. The length must at least 65 meters and the width must be at least 30 meters.
8 cones with 4 different colors are available.
Jumps are in good shape and meet specifications. Have a tarp or similar covering available to keep
the Palisade jump dry in inclement weather.
6 blinds are on the field to hide the decoy, plus one blind off the field for search.
Water bucket should be placed in the off-field blind.
Water bucket and or kiddy pool should be made available off the field.
Regulation basket is available for Ring III object guard.
Food for food refusal:
- 6 pieces to bait the field in Ring II, III ; 4 pieces to be thrown for Ring I – III (meat, cheese –
more meat than cheese, no bones); 1 piece to be thrown for Brevet.
Trial Helpers Determined for each level:
- Deputy Judge
- Jumps
- Sticks/Guns
- Food Refusal
- Trial Secretary
Have enough batons
Have 2 revolvers with sufficient blanks 9mm or 6mm double charge.
- need 2 blanks for each brevet, need 3 blanks for each ring 1, need 5 blanks for each ring 2
and ring 3
A sock, and an eyeglass case for the Ring 3 Unseen Retrieve.
Pens, paper, clipboards (water proof recommended) for judge, deputy judge, secretary.
Place to conceal decoys away from the field i.e Tent or other enclosed space.
Have lime, chalk or paint to line the field (this will take approximately 1 hour and will be done with the
judge – ensure you have allotted enough time to do this!)
Have dogs available for dog in white for each level.
Have at least 5 dogs entered in the trial.
Table for secretary and judge with protection from the elements. i.e Shade/Rain.
Have a PA system available for announcing scores for each exercise and making announcements.
(optional)
Have someone available to translate for the judge if necessary.
Travel Arrangements for all officials well in advance plane tickets etc, trip and trip cancellation
insurance.
All of the above pre trial check list is the responsibility of the organizing club, any questions please
contact the CRA BoD.

